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Smart illumination for
vision systems
One of the critical parts in any vision inspection system is the
illumination. Jørgen Læssøe* sheds some light on how a good image is
the key to a successful system.
When inspecting glass you need background lighting where
light and shadow are composed to precisely enhance the type
of defect you want to highlight. This is usually done by
transporting the parts on a conveyor where different light
boxes and cameras are placed at intervals. Each light box is
masked with patterns that help to improve the contrast of
cracks, blisters and knots for example.
Achieving this in a conventional system requires many
cameras and light boxes and a lot of floor space. The
numerous components reduce the reliability and the system
requires more maintenance.
Many different light boxes are necessary. If you want to
measure accurate dimensions you have to create a bright
background with a shadow that follows the boundary of the
object at an even distance. If you want to find cracks, stones
and knots, a different illumination is required.
In traditional illumination systems, these patterns are
always a compromise as they may have to cover a wide range
of products with different sizes and shapes. Alternatively, you
have to manually change blinds and covers.

Dynamic Light Box
Tableware manufacturing is characterised by its large number
of models: tall, small, wide and fancy shapes create many
difficult diffractions. The inspection demands a lot of different
and often complicated masks.
Working with tableware, tube and container inspection for

many years led to solutions that employed a variety of
illumination patterns. Based on this, JLI vision started
experimenting with a novel way of creating background
illumination in 2001, coming up with the Dynamic Light Box.
The basic idea of the Dynamic Light Box is to use a
modified high performance liquid crystal display (LCD) flat
screen for the background illumination. This can display all
sorts of patterns, also in colour. The LCD is synchronised with
the system to achieve maximum intensity.
The glass passes on the conveyor where the LCD screen is
mounted behind the conveyor opposite the camera. All patterns
on the light box are generated by the vision system giving
exceptional control and feedback in the illumination system.
First, the position of the glass on the conveyor must be
determined. This is done with an all white screen where the
programme finds the edge of the glass and its coordinates.
This image, with a diffuse background, is also useful for
finding certain defects like chips, cracks and inclusions.
To measure geometry, the vision system calculates where
the glass will be in the next image, taking into consideration
the perspective and conveyor speed. Then the light box
pattern is changed to generate a bright background with a
mask following the profile of the glass at a precise
predetermined distance. Using this illumination the glass can
be measured to an accuracy of 0.1mm.
The next illumination can be a pattern of horizontal
stripes. These will enhance horizontal defects such as mould
៊ Mould rings are enhanced by the striped pattern.

៌ Illumination can be
used to enhance the rim
area.
៊ An inclusion is highlighted on tableware.

rings and waves. By shifting the stripes one position in the
next image, full coverage is achieved. Likewise vertical patterns
are generated and the image examined by the vision software.
The rim area requires many different illuminations to
detect burn-off thickness, oxygen bubbles, spikes and cracks. A
grid pattern examines the optical properties of the glass.
Distortions due to uneven wall thickness are easily detected.
Full coverage is achieved by mounting two cameras at
90° and using two Dynamic Light Boxes. To avoid reflections,
one light box is programmed black while the other presents
its pattern.
The LCD screen and vision system is capable of making 25
patterns and inspections a second. This is a great improvement
in both speed and flexibility over standard solutions.
Another feature of the Dynamic Light Box is the remote
control. Using the internet connection the system can be
operated by JLI in Copenhagen no matter where in the world
the system is installed.

Easy installation
The Dynamic Light Box is easy to install at the production line.
Special environmental protection ensures a good service life.
Installation can be at different locations in the factory. It
may be beneficial to inspect in the early production stages to
avoid further processing of defective parts. It is also desirable
to get feedback to production as early as possible limiting the
amount of imperfect parts produced.
The Dynamic Light Box is reliable, simple to optimise and
flexible to adapt to new models and new defects that need to
be detected.
* Jørgen Læssøe

៉ Diffuse illumination of the bulb.
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